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The neural circuitry of the spinal cord is capable of sol-

ving some of the most complex problems in motor con-

trol. Therefore, spinal mechanisms are much more

sophisticated than many neuroscientists give them

credit for. A key issue in motor control is how sensory

inputs direct and inform motor output, – that is, the

sensorimotor process. Other major issues involve the

actual control of the motor apparatus. In general, there

are at least three basic requirements for motor control:

the transformations that map information from sensory

to motor coordinates, the specification of individual

muscle activations to achieve a kinematic goal, and the

control of multiple degrees of freedom. Here, we make

the case that the vertebrate spinal cord has the capacity

to solve each of these problems to a degree that is rel-

evant for normal behavior.

Neuroscientists have known for over a century that the
intrinsic circuitry of the vertebrate spinal cord is sufficient
to control many kinds of behaviorally important motor
activities. Nevertheless, there is the dilemma that patients
with spinal cord injury are often paralyzed. If the spinal
cord does indeed contain the neural circuitry that can
control locomotion then, for example, why can’t Christo-
pher Reeve walk?

Obviously, the answer to this question is complex – but
not because the basic premise is false. The spinal cord
circuitry is in fact capable of solving some of the most
complex problems in motor control and, in that sense,
spinal mechanisms are much more sophisticated than
many neuroscientists give them credit for. Nevertheless,
spinal cord function in motor control has been traditionally
associated with reflex behaviors or with generating the
basic rhythmic motor patterns associated with locomotion.
These are deemed to be simple, automatic forms of motor
behavior that do not require sophisticated neural control.
Moreover, the proper operation of these systems seems to
require a significant input from higher centers in the
nervous system, and these can be interrupted by spinal
cord injury.

Recent advances in the neural control of movement and
the mechanisms of sensorimotor integration have led to a
re-examination of some of ways in which spinal circuitry
might contribute to motor control in general. A key issue in

understanding how the nervous system controls move-
ment is how sensory inputs can direct and inform motor
output – that is, the sensorimotor processes. Other major
issues involve the actual control of the motor apparatus. In
general, researchers have focused on at least three basic
problems or questions regarding movement control.

One involves the kinds of transformation that map
information from sensory coordinates to motor coordi-
nates. This has been investigated by considering the
respective sensory and motor reference frames [1]. For
example, somatosensory input is organized within a
reference frame consisting of the 2D array of receptors
in the skin, whereas motor output seems to be organized in
an entirely different reference frame, such as the 3D space
of limb movement [2,3].

A second question arises from the fact that move-
ment control must somehow be specified as muscle
activation patterns through the activity of specific
motoneurons. However, the equations of motion that
specify the muscle forces required to move a multi-
jointed limb to a particular location or through a
particular trajectory can be very complex [4,5]. Thus,
the solution to this ‘inverse dynamics’ problem is generally
considered to require a considerable computational
capacity, which is associated generally with nervous
system structures such as the cortex or cerebellum [6–8].

There is also the degree-of-freedom (DOF) problem.
Limb movements require a coordinated control of the limb
joints to achieve an accurate movement of the limb
endpoint (hand or foot). Theoretically however, there are
infinitely many ways in which a multi-jointed limb can be
manipulated to achieve any given endpoint position and,
therefore, many possible solutions to the control problem
[9–12]. Several kinds of control strategy have been
proposed to deal with this problem [9,13–16], in addition
to that proposed originally by the Russian physiologist
Bernstein in the 1930s [17]. He suggested that the nervous
system adopts strategies that reduce the effective number
of DOFs to simplify the control problem.

Each of these problems raises complex issues that have
been the subject of a large literature on motor control. The
case we make here is that the vertebrate spinal cord has
the capacity to solve each of these problems to some degree
that is relevant for normal behavior. In fact, the solutions
are required for even the simple, automatic forms of
behavior attributed to spinal cord function.Corresponding author: Richard Poppele (dick@umn.edu).
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Motor behavior organized by spinal circuits

We will examine two basic types of spinal motor behavior:
target-directed limb movements and simple locomotion.
Perhaps the simplest target-directed limb movements are
reflexes. These are basically automatic motor responses to
sensory stimuli and they are commonly associated with
spinal circuits. One example is the wiping reflex, a form of
scratching behavior found in many vertebrates. It consists
of a well-directed foot swipe to remove an irritating
stimulus from the surface of the body [18,19]. Experiments
in spinalized frogs and turtles have demonstrated that the
circuitry controlling this basic behavior is contained
entirely within the spinal cord, and even within specific
spinal segments [20,21].

Simple locomotion is another motor behavior that can
be controlled largely by spinal circuits [22–26]. However,
some essential elements of normal locomotion do require
input from higher centers – namely, instructions about
onset, speed and direction, as well as basic components of
balance [27–30]. But, given the appropriate instruction (in
whatever form that might take), spinal circuits can
activate motoneurons to produce a typical kinematic
pattern of locomotion, and this has now been confirmed
in adult spinalized cats. Cats with a complete transection
of the spinal cord at T11–T13 have been rehabilitated to
walk on a treadmill with full weight support and normal
kinematic gait patterns [31].

We will examine these behaviors further to illustrate
the capabilities of spinal circuitry in solving some of the
basic problems of motor control.

Sensorimotor processes

A major component of current motor-control research is
focused on the mechanisms underlying goal-directed limb
movements, which require a complex sensorimotor inter-
action [3]. The aforementioned wipe reflex is a goal-directed
limb movement that clearly requires a precise mapping
between a sensory input on the skin and the localization of
the limb endpoint. Furthermore, in addition to the stimulus
location on the body surface, this reflex also requires
information about body geometry. For example, propriocep-
tive information about limb position must be combined with
the somatosensory input that triggers the behavior. This is
illustrated clearly by a variant of the wipe reflex, the frog
heel wipe, in which the animal uses one leg to remove an
irritant from the opposite leg. The target is reached even
when the leg is placed in different positions [19].

This is not a simple one-to-one mapping of sensory to
motor coordinates because the same sensory stimulus can
engage completely different motor outputs. For example,
an irritant on the lower back of the frog can elicit an
‘overhand’ toe wipe that sweeps the hind leg counter-
clockwise, or it can, with nearly equal probability, elicit an
‘underhand’ heel wipe with a clockwise movement (Fig. 1).
These behaviors, reminiscent of reaching an awkward itch
on our own backs, could employ different sets of muscles,
and they indicate the dynamic nature of the sensorimotor
mapping [20].

A similar behavior is seen in the turtle. Three forms of
scratching have been studied in this animal – a pocket
scratch, a rostral scratch and a caudal scratch.

Stimulation of sites within a transition zone between
that of the pocket and rostral scratches, for example, can
either produce one of the patterns or produce a motor
pattern blend [32], suggesting that there is blending of
modular motor programs [33].

There is little experimental evidence available on the
detail of how these sensorimotor tasks are accomplished,
although the turtle studies showed that broadly tuned
propriospinal neurons with overlapping receptive fields
are rhythmically activated during scratching [34]. The
studies also provided evidence that discrete neuronal
populations contributing to the behavior can be active or
quiet in a coordinated manner during scratching. Thus, it
seems that a few populations of neurons with overlapping
influence might control a range of behaviors. Various
combinations of these neural modules would correspond to
different behaviors, such as the motor pattern blends
observed in the turtle with transition behaviors. Tran-
sitions such as those observed in the frog wipe might be
controlled in a similar way using a ‘winner-take-all’
strategy to determine the output. In that case, the module
with the strongest representation would entirely control
the motor output.

An important issue in understanding sensorimotor
integration of the type observed in the wipe reflex is to
understand how the nervous system maps sensory
coordinates to motor coordinates. The goals of the wipe
and scratch reflexes are defined in terms of kinematic
parameters (i.e. locations and trajectories in space), yet the
actual behavior is generated by muscle activation. A
possible mechanism underlying this transformation was
conceptualized by Bizzi, Giszter and colleagues with the
notion of ‘motor primitives’ [35]. According to this idea,
activity in distinct neuronal clusters in the spinal cord
comprises a motor primitive that is responsible for
controlling a specific sub-component of limb position and
movement.

Giszter and colleagues found four stimulus locations in
the frog spinal cord, each associated with a different

Fig. 1. Wiping reflex in the frog. An irritant on the lower back of a spinalized frog

(black oval) evokes a well-directed wipe response to remove the offending stimu-

lus. It can elicit one of two forms of wipe with approximately equal probability. A

toe wipe begins with flexion at the hip and knee followed a general limb extension,

moving the toe to the stimulus (dashed line). By contrast, a heel wipe begins with

an extension of the hip and a foot trajectory in the opposite direction. Thus, two

very different patterns of muscle activity are triggered by the same stimulus.

Adapted from Refs [18,20].
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pattern of limb forces converging to a specific equilibrium
limb position [35,36]. Stimulating more than one such
location drove the foot towards an intermediate position,
so it was possible to achieve many different limb
positions by activating one or more of these discrete
areas, regardless of the starting position of the limb.
The attractiveness of this type of neural organization is
its simplicity. Modular activity can be combined with
different weightings to produce a behaviorally relevant
motor output.

The initial evidence in support of this notion was
controversial because it was based on the results of
electrical microstimulation [36]. However, later findings
showed that motor primitives could be also identified using
more natural means of activating the spinal circuitry
[37,38]. For example, Kargo and Giszter [39,40] showed
that a sensory stimulus applied to a frog limb during a
wipe can evoke a muscle activation pattern that looks like
a motor primitive (Fig. 2). Such data suggest that motor
primitives can also be activated together in chains to
achieve movements. Through this mechanism, kinematic
sensory information (in this case, the location of a sensory
stimulus) engages motor elements that can be combined to
produce behaviorally appropriate movements that might
also be contingent on the interaction of proprioceptive
feedback with central motor programs.

Proprioceptive feedback originates within muscles and
joints and, therefore, it operates within a reference frame
that is more like that of the muscles and joints than that of
the skin receptors. Thus, any combination of propriocep-
tion and somatoreception must somehow deal with the
coordinate frame difference. Recent studies of spinal
proprioception in the cat have suggested that one way
this difference might be resolved is by adopting a common
reference frame for both kinds of information [41]. For
example, spinocerebellar neurons receive sensory input
from proprioceptors and cutaneous receptors in the cat
hindlimb. The activity of these cells during passive
postures and movements encodes global parameters of
the limb kinematics – namely, the orientation and length
of the limb axis rather than specific local information about
muscles or joints [42,43].

The problem of inverse dynamics

Spinal reflex behaviors also imply that spinal mechanisms
can solve the inverse-dynamics problem in some way.
However, the potential complexity of this problem has led
many investigators to propose that higher neural centers
are also necessary for solving the problem [44–49]. Such
considerations underlie a controversy about whether the
CNS controls (or specifies) movement kinematics or move-
ment kinetics [50–53]. Obviously it does both, but several
lines of evidence suggest a hierarchical organization in
which kinematic goals are specified mainly at higher levels
in the hierarchy and are translated into kinetic motor
commands mostly at lower hierarchical levels.

This idea also recognizes the fact that at least goal-
directed movements are planned in terms of a kinematics
framework. However, the hierarchy is not necessarily an
anatomical one and the specific roles played by the spinal
circuitry are basically unknown. Nevertheless, several

lines of experimental evidence suggest that control signals
directed at the spinal circuitry could be encoded in a
basically kinematic framework. One such example is the
orienting of head and/or body toward a visual or auditory
stimulus. Studies, again in the frog, have shown that this
behavior has at least two components: one that involves
the direction of the stimulus and one involving its distance
from the animal [54] (Fig. 3).

Information about these two stimulus attributes is
derived from the visual and auditory inputs, which are
combined in the optic tectum. Tectal neurons relay this
information to brainstem and spinal circuits via specific
pathways, and interrupting one of these pathways can
remove a specific component of the behavior. For example,
a normal orientation behavior for a frog confronted with a
live cricket can be to turn its head and body towards the

Fig. 2. Overcoming an obstacle. (a) A spinalized frog removes an irritant on one leg

using a heel wipe with the opposite leg. An obstacle in the path of the wipe is over-

come by changing the foot trajectory (dashed lines) around the obstacle. (b) Elec-

tromyography (EMG) activity in six leg muscles reveals a difference pattern

corresponding to a motor primitive triggered early in the response. Abbreviations:

GL, gluteus; RA, rectus anterior; RI, rectus internus; SA, sartorius; ST, semitendino-

sus; VE, vastus externus. Reproduced, with permission, from Ref. [40], q (2000)

the Society for Neuroscience.
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cricket and then to hop towards it. After a lesion of the
‘direction’ pathway, the animal still responds to the cricket
but the response consists of hopping an appropriate
distance without re-orientation [55] (Fig. 3).

Observations such as these suggest that the infor-
mation relayed to spinal centers can have a global context,
relating in this case to directions and distances in extra-
personal space. This implies that the spinal circuitry could
carry out the inverse-dynamics transformation required to
generate the appropriate motor behavior, although the
observations do not suggest how that might be done.
Additional clues might be found in the studies of
locomotion – another form of motor behavior that is
controlled or directed by supraspinal pathways [27,28] but
largely elaborated by the spinal circuitry.

Spinal ‘pattern generator’ circuits that produce the
typical rhythmicity of locomotion have been known
about and studied for many decades in invertebrate
nervous systems and lower vertebrate (e.g. fish) spinal
cords [22,24]. Such circuits are known to be largely
sufficient and necessary for the rhythmic movements of
the limbs in mammalian locomotion. The seminal work
of Shik, Severin and Orlowksy in the 1960s also

revealed the nature of the supraspinal control of
locomotion in the cat [27]. They identified a mesence-
phalic locomotor region (MLR) that could trigger the
onset of locomotion and vary its speed. This MLR
control, like the tectospinal control in the frog, does not
specify muscle activity directly. This point is dramati-
cally illustrated by the gait changes, from walk to trot
to gallop, that are induced by simply increasing MLR
stimulus intensity.

Recently, the relationship between the kinematics of
locomotion and the corresponding muscle activation was

Fig. 3. Orienting behavior in the frog. (a) Frogs presented with a live cricket (rep-

resented by circles in the figure) will orient their head and/or body towards the

morsel and then hop towards it to strike (denoted by x). Tectal efferent pathways

were lesioned unilaterally on the right side. Because tectal representations of

space are contralateral, the frog does not orient toward crickets on the left but it

does respond by hopping the appropriate distance. (b) Target direction versus

strike direction (i) and target distance (in the right or left directions) versus strike

distance (ii). Orientation is appropriate for angles between 08 and 908 and remains

directed forward (908) for targets between 908 and 1808. However, strike distance is

appropriate for both right and left targets. Note that orienting movements to the

right are normal even though they involve muscles on both sides of the body, so

the failure to orient to the left cannot be attributed to a right-side paralysis, for

example. These results show that motor commands to the brainstem and spinal

cord do not specify muscle activation but, rather, more global commands, such as

direction and distance. Based on data presented in Ref. [55].
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Fig. 4. Forward and backward walking. The kinematic trajectories of the joint

angles and limb-segment angles are basically the same (but time-reversed) for for-

ward (green curves) and backward (red curves) walking. However, the muscle acti-

vation patterns are entirely different in the two types of behavior, reflecting the

different force and torque demands on the limbs. The basic invariance of the kin-

ematics in locomotion has led to the suggestion that the kinematics are what the

nervous system controls. The x-axes represent a single cycle, from 0% to 100% of

the cycle for the forward records and from 100% to 0% for the backward records.

Abbreviations: BF, biceps femoris; GCL, gastrocnemius lateralis; GM, gluteus max-

imus; RF, rectus femoris; TA, tibialis anterior; VL, vastus lateralis. Reproduced,

with permission, from Ref. [56].
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the subject of several studies of human locomotion
[56–58]. Typical human gait is characterized by stereo-
typical kinematics and muscle activation pattern, as
revealed by muscle electromyography (EMG) [59]. How-
ever, a recent examination of various forms of walking has
shown that the kinematics and muscle activation can be
specified separately. The kinematics were found to be
basically invariant in various conditions, such as back-
wards or bent-over walking or walking with various levels
of weight support, whereas muscle activation was different
in each case. The results suggested that perhaps the
kinematics of gait is somehow primarily controlled by the
system (Fig. 4).

In fact, a given muscle can be activated differently in
each of these different kinds of walking, and activation
patterns can differ significantly across muscles. Never-
theless, it has been shown that as few as four or five basic
activation patterns can account for all the variety of

muscle activation seen in locomotion [60]. These results
suggest that motoneuron activation is synthesized by
combining a simple set of basic activation patterns (Fig. 5).

Although it is tempting to relate such basic activation
patterns to the motor primitives observed in the frog, we
are still far from understanding the underlying mechan-
isms that might be involved. However, recent studies of
posture and locomotion in experimental animals have
begun to elaborate some of the complexities in terms of
these more basic issues [23,61–64]. For example, the
motor apparatus itself, with its complex array of muscles
and their connections between joints, might play an
important role in solving the control problem [65].

The DOF Problem

Given that the muscles, joints and limb segments, and the
neural circuitry that controls them, have evolved in
parallel, it seems reasonable to assume that the peripheral

Fig. 5. Transforming a simple set of activation patterns into specific muscle activations. A factor analysis carried out on the activation patterns of 16 lower-limb muscles

recorded during normal locomotion showed that the activation can be fully accounted for by a few underlying factors. These basic factors can be combined in various ways

and with various weightings to produce any individual muscle activation. This suggests the existence of a neural network to transform a few simple patterns that represent

global aspects of an intended movement into the individual muscle activations required to actually perform the movement. To account for the different patterns of muscle

activation for different forms of locomotion, for example, the weights set by the network might also be modulated by proprioceptive feedback and by descending pathways.

Abbreviations: BF, biceps femoris; BST, biceps semitendinosus; GCL, gastrocnemius lateralis; GE, gluteus medius; PB, peronius brevis; RF, rectus femoris; SA, sartorius;

TA, tibialis anterior; TFL, tensor fasciae latae. Adapted from Refs [59,60].
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apparatus also plays a role in the motor control strategy.
One way in which the limb itself might contribute is to
reduce the number of DOFs, through the arrangement of
single- and multi-joint muscles in the limb. A typical limb
has three primary DOFs for movement in a plane, so that
the 2D position of the endpoint in the plane can be
achieved by an infinite number of limb geometries – even
taking into account the mechanical constraints of the bony
articulations at some of the joints. However, experimen-
tally one finds that generally only one limb configur-
ation is used for each endpoint position – that is, there
are effectively two DOFs instead of three. This
suggests that the joint angles are not determined
independently (Fig. 6).

This phenomenon has been investigated most
thoroughly by recording limb joint angles during posture
and locomotion. Joint angles do, indeed, co-vary during
both active and passive postures, and during locomotion in
the limbs of both animals and humans [42,63,66,67].
Although the joint angle co-variation is very similar
during both active posture and locomotion in the cat
hindlimb, for example, it differs systematically from the co-
variation found in the passive hindlimb. The difference
displays a negative rather than a positive correlation
between hip and ankle angles. Observations such as this
suggest that neural controllers could somehow manipulate
the joint angle co-variance instead of individual joint
angles, perhaps through reflex pathways.

Concluding remarks

The evidence from the animal studies cited here is that the
basic circuitry required to produce the coordinated move-
ments of locomotion, for example, are contained within the
spinal cord. This brings us back to patients such as
Christopher Reeve and why they cannot walk. One major
issue is whether these animal models are adequate to
apply to human spinal cord function. This is still a matter
of uncertainty because of the greater complexity of the
primate motor system. However, recent clinical evidence
has shown that a complex pattern of descending neural
input to the spinal cord might not be required for basic
locomotion [68]. Spinal cord injury patients can recover
locomotion function through intensive training on a
treadmill with body-weight support, in much the same
way as has been demonstrated for the spinalized cat [31].
Even hemiplegic patients who were confined to a wheel-
chairandunable tosupport theirbodyweight havebeenable
to recover weight support and walking abilities [68,69].

These studies and others combining training with
functional electrical stimulation and pharmacological
approaches comprise an exciting new approach for
patients with spinal cord injury and other neurological
impairments leading to spinal dysfunction [70–72].
Additional fundamental investigations of the inherent
capabilities of the spinal circuitry should be directed at
understanding the spinal mechanisms that transform
basic instructions into complex patterns of muscle

Fig. 6. Co-variation of limb joint and segment angles. The interdependence of joint angles during posture and movement is illustrated by these joint-angle plots. For each

limb position or increment of movement, three principle angles are plotted along the three angle coordinates. (a) A similar behavior is observed for the cat forelimb (i,ii)

and hindlimb (iii,iv) while the animal actively maintains balance on a tilting platform. The plots in (ii) and (iv) show the same data edge-on, to illustrate that the data points

fall on a plane in this 3D coordinate system. (b) Joint-angle co-variation is also 2D in the anaesthetized cat hindlimb during passive foot placements by a robot (ii,iii). A com-

parison between the passive and active co-variance planes in (i) shows that the passive plane is rotated with respect to the active plane. The rotation is due to a reversed

relationship between hip and ankle angles in the passive and active states. (c) The joint angles of the forelimb (scapula, shoulder and elbow) and hindlimb (hip, knee and

ankle), as referred to in panels (a) and (b). (d) During locomotion, the cat hindlimb (i) and human leg (ii) also show a similar 2D constraint of the elevation angles of the limb

segments. Reproduced, with permission, from Refs [42,63,67].
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activation. Such research might also help us to understand
better how to revive spinal capabilities when they have
been compromised by injury or disease.
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